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Abstract. This paper presents a method to solve the problem of obstacle avoidance
for a redundant manipulator so that it closely tracks the desired end-effector trajeclory and simultaneously avoids workspace obstacles. The proposed method introduces
the describing Cunction J to indicate whether collision occurs between the robot and
obstacles. The obstacle avoidance task is achieved by Cormulating the performance
criterion J > J m ,,, ( Jm ;" represents the minimal distance between the redundant
robot and obstacles), and by using configuration control lo ensure that this criterion
is satisfied. The cafculation oC J function is only related to some vertices which are
used to generate and model the robot and obstacles, and the computational times are
nearly linear with the total number of vertices. The configuration control algorithm
which achieves end-effector motion and obstacle avoidance does not require either
a complex dynamic model or complicated inverse kinematics transformations of the
robot. Several simulation cases for a four-link planar manipulator are given to prove
that the proposed collision-free trajectory planning scheme is efficient and practical.
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1. INTRODUCTION

"joint space command" to carry out the inverse
kinematic solution and applied this command
generator scheme to optimize the distance function between robot links and obstacles. They
adopted object modelling and distance computation derived by Gilbert d 0/.(1989) . The above
methods are generally not convenient to use due
to time-consuming calculations and too much
input information . Colbaugh et 0/.(1989) presented an approach to obstacle avoidance for
redundant robots based on configuration control
formulation originally proposed by Seraji (1989),
which does not require either the complex manipulator dynamic model or the complicated inverse kinematic transformation. But, the general procedure for calculating distance function
and locating critical points were not given (Colbaugh d of. 1989).

Redundancy is a key element of designing more
versatile robots. The redundancy oC manipula.
tors can be effectively used to increase dexterity,
avoid singularities, and achieve collision·free motion while performing the desired end-effector
task . Collision avoidance is an absolutely essential requirement for a robot to complete a task
in an environment with obstacles. it is well recognized that the problem of collision avoidance
with obstacles is an important issue in current
robolica research. Khatib (1986) has considered
th~ complete problem of controlling a redunda.nt
robot in the presence of obstacles based on the
concept of artificial potential, which assumes the
existence of repelling forces between links and
obstacles. In this approach, the redundant robot
is controlled directly in Cartesian space using
a model-based control law, and obstacle avoidance is achieved using the artificial potential
field . Galicki (1992) gave the global planning
method of collision·free trajectory based on the
use of potential fields and minimization of integral criterion . Guo and Usia (1993) presented

Xiong and Ding (1989) constructed the describing funct ion J. which provides a concept of
pseudo-metric on the moving object related to
the obstacle in Cartesian space. They applied
the describing function J to find collision-free
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V,. = (JcH-' i';)-' JcH- 1 (I + g)

movement ror a non-redundant manipulator. In
thia paper, the describing runction isextended to
solve the obstacle avoidance ror a redundant manipulator . The obstacle avoidance perrormance
criterion is presented as J > J m,,. which can be
effectively solved by linear programming and the
configuration control scheme ensures that this
condition is sat isfied simultaneously with the desired end-effector motion. According to the proposed control algorithm , the collision·rree motion trajectory ror a redundant manipulator in
an environment with obstacles can be easily reached . Its simplicity and computational efficiency
scheme allow on-line implementation with a high
a&mpling rate ror real-time obstacle avoidance in
a dynamically varying environment .

- (J, Jr ' i';)-lje9

Different control strategies can be improvised to
compute the control force F that ensures that
manipulator configura tion vector X in Eq.(S)
tracks the desired trajectory X4(t). asymptotically. Here the adaptive control scheme developed by Seraji (1989) is adopted to accomplish
this tracking.
This algorithm computes the ith component of
the Cartesian control input F as:
F,(t) = j;(t) + Kp; (t)ti

=

SCHEME
Let X E n'" define the position and orientation
of the end-effector in the task space. The rela·
tionship between the end-effector coordinate X
and joint coordinate q can be written as:

= f(q)

= J.(q)'

X = J.(q)' + j.(q),

(I )

(2)

Let Y = [XT : ZTJ E R" define the augmented
task space coordinate vector. ZEn". r = n - m
is the degree of red undancy of the manipulator.
The vector Z can be chosen so that the robot
redundancy is resolved in some useful manner .
J~ = 8Y/8q E RnK " stands ror augmented Jacobian matrix. In order to avoid obstacles, the
additional task is expressed as follows :

(3)

where J c = fJ//oq E R:"Kn is the end-effector
Jacobian of the manipulator. The equations of
motion for the manipulator in joint space can be
written as:
H(q),

+ I(q , , ) + ,(q) =T

(4)

where H E R"K" is the symmetric positivedefinite inertia matrix, f(q,q ),g(q) represent
centrifugal and Coriolis force and gravity force .
respectively, and T E nn is the joint torque vector, e. g. Schiehlen (1992) .

o is Cartesian distance function between the robot and obstacles. Let Fe E R" denote the generalized force vector corresponding to the obstacle avoidance
T -- JT
- [JT
[ F
.F, .· JTI
cF

e

(5)

1

( II)
(12)

where F ER:" is the generalized rorce vector
corresponding to the Cartesian coordinate vector X . The F - T mapping is given by

where J, E n"K" is the add itional task Jacobi an
matrix . F and Fe are the m x 1 and r x I control
force vectors correspond ing to t he basic task and
add it ional task, respectively. The total control
Fe is
torque is the sum of two components :
related to the end-effector motion (basic task)
and J[ Fe to the obstacle avoidance (additional

(6)
H,. E R"' K'" and V,. E

( 10)

Z=D(q»O

Similarly, the dynamic model in Cartesian space
can be expressed as

F = H.rX + V,.

=

For kinematically redundant robots. the F ..... T
mapping problem in Eq .[6J is underdt-lermined ,
so that there exists an infinite number of joint
torque vec tors corresponding to a given control
input F . By properly selecting a particular joint
torque from the possible candidates the robot
redundancy can be utilized to avoid obstacles.

where q E R"(n > m) is the vector orjoint rotat ions/ translations. I : R" - R'" represents the
rorward kinematic transformation .

x

+ K,, ;(t) i; + Kj;(t)X4;

(9)
where i
1,2 •. ..• m and e
X4 - X denotes the Cartesian tracking error. t; and X 4; are
the ith components of t and X4, respectively.
I;, K,i , K,,; and h'" are controller gains which
can be generated in real-time according to the
proportional-plus-integral adaptation laws.

2. CARTESIAN·SPACE CONTROL

X(')

(8)

J;

n'" arc defined as follows:
(7)
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,

•

task). Baaed on the obstacle avoidance perfor·
mance index, the appropriate F - T map can
be chosen effectively to avoid obstacles.

L~' +rp·+t

L

= 1

,.,

•••

IJ.

+ r,..., =

I (18)

where YI,P,,/Jl ~ O,t = 1,2, . .. p,p+ l,p+
s = 1,2, ... 8i,k;: 1.2 , ... k j and p is the
dimensionality of the problem (p = 2 or 3,
respectively) . The describing function J has the
following properties:
2,

3. COLLISION·AVOIDANCE
ALGORlTHM
3.1. J Function

1. The range of value for the describing function
Jil is as follow8

This section considers the problem of controlling
the robot to c10eely track the desired end-effector
trajectory while ensuring that none of the robot
linke collides with workspace obstacles.

0<],,<2
_
'J_
2 . Jij = 0 is equivalent to Hi
empty set, i.e.

For convenience. the manipulator H and obsta·
cles F can be modelled by finite. rigid. possibly
overlapping unions of convex 3 - D polyhedra.

U H;

H=

UF

F=

j

J;j(X

Fj =

and

J

(16)

3.2. The Calculation of the J Function

where nij is the feasible set, which is defined
as the feasible solutions of the following equality
system :

•• 1

From the expression of the J function (Eq.(16)(18» , its calculation can be effectively accom-

,

.. - Lll.!J. + Y =0

= min {Jij, i = 1,2, ... n;j;: 1,2, . . . K}

can be obtained. The describing function J can
measure the distance between the manipulator
and obstacles. Therefore, the describing function J can be used to carry out planning of
collision-free motion for the redundant manipulator8.

1:1

L~.h

(23)

(24)
From Eq.(15), the corresponding algebraic criterion for collision avoidance of the redundant
manipulator

H'

.

(22)

."

= I}
(15)

'R in LY'

(21)

The describing function J 1 for the redundant
manipulator H and obstacle F can be defined

where Cont/(h;J and Cont/[Jj) represent the con·
vex hulls of point sets. Both hi and h are the
sets in Cartesian space; they can generate polyhedra Hi and Fj and are viewed as the extreme
points of Hi and Fj , respectively. In this way.
both the redundant manipulator and obstacles
are characterized by point sets. The describing
function Jij for the robot link Hi and obstacles
Fj is defined as

JiJ =

°

= minOlh- III' hE H;./E fj).

1;=1

= Con,lfj]

DU(X)

D;j = IIH; - Fjll

(14)

1;=1

+ LlX) ~

=

<=> Doj =0
J;j(X) =
where Dij is defined as:

",::1

{f= i",I;,.", ;,o.t",

+ LlX);' J;j(X)

D;j(X

H; = {h = tP.h;"P.;, o.tP. = I}
= Con,[h;]

(20)

3. The describing function Jij and Cartesian
distance function Doj are pseudo-monotonic, i.e.

(13)

where IA and 18 are disjoint index sets. Both
the convex polyhedra H;.i = 1.2, .. . ,n and
Fj,j = 1.2 •... ,K are represented as convex
hull, of point sets hi = h i ,,8;: 1,2, . .. ,8j,i =
1.2 •. . . • n and h = hl,k=l,2, ... ,kj , j =
1,2, .. ' . K , respectively. Thus

,=1

nF j # f , f means

=

jel

iel

(19)

plished by linear programming. Input parameters are only the coordinates of vertices. The

Y = [ylt . · · .ypt

I J .tana for the deacribint; function, which i. diITerent Crom the Jacobian malrix J.

hol

(17)
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computationa.l times are related to the total
number of vertices. An important feature of
function J lies in that the computational complexity increases less when the space dimensionality increases from 2D to 3D. The example of
the J function will be given in 2D as follows:

then the configuration of the robot satisfies the
collision-free condition . If J = 0, the robot collides with obstacles. In this situation, the robot
redundancy is utilized to inhibit the motion of
links in the direction toward obstacles.
To achieve collision avoidance, it is ver)' important to keep the value of J function at a constant
threshold J min which stands for a distance threshold to be kept between robot links and obstadcs. The (titerion for obstacle avoidance can be
expressed as a set of inequality constraints:

Given
a
rectangle
with
four
verti". (30,20), (30, 50), (60, 50) and (60,20) and a
triangle with three vertices (10,30) , (20,70) and
(30,40), the Ju between two polygons can be
solved by Eq.(ll) - (13) . As it is a planar problem, p = 2. Substituting the values of vertices,
p,(",i = 4) and (k j = 3) into Eq.(11)-(l3)yields

1;;

?

i=I, ...• n,j=I, . .. ,K

Jmin,

(26)

J 12

= min(Yl
nn

+ Y2 + Y3 + Y4)

J-

J..,in ~

(27)

0

30.61 +30.6,+60.6l +60.8t -lOp, -20p, -30Pl +1/1 = 0
20.8, +50~+50.83+20.8t-30,..,-70,..,-40"'3+Y' = 0

.61 +.8,+fJl +(Jt +Yl =
PI +p, +P3 +rt = I

Throughout the end-effector motion, inequality
(26) must be satisfied . If Jij is less than Jmin ,
then the the degrees of redundancy can be used
to expand the distance between the critical point
and the obstacles (pushing the critical point as
far away as possible from obstacles) . Define
X~ E ItS to be the position of the critical point
on the link relative to the obstacle, where the
critical point Xc is that point on the link currently at a minimum distance from the obstacle
which is shown in Fig. 2. The location of the
critical point Xc can be given in Eq. (14) . In
order to satisfy the inequality constraints (26) ,
the tracking errors due to the obstacle avoidance
can be formed

I

The result of calculation J 12 = 0 shows that
there is a collision between two polygons. Let
the triangle move along the negati\'e X axis in
a. direction that is away from the rectangle so
that the distance between the two polygons becomes greater. With the increasing distance, the
value of function J becomes 0.083,0.1667, and
2, respectively. Therefore, the J function not
only indicates whether overlap occurs between
the moving object and the obstacle, but also represents a measure for the distance between the
moving object and the obstacle, as shown in Fig.

if

I.
e .i=-J+Jm,n,eci=-J~ q

J - J m ;.
if

tJ,O 2. J:.OJlD 1 NI..&i7

x.
x.

end-errector

Obstacle

~

0 (26)

J-Jmin < 0
(29)
t J:2

",Y
m.
Ol.

'"
<D.

Fig. 1 An example of J function calculation

D

3.3 Trajtdory Planning of Ob.slaclt Avoidanu

1<l.

The J function is an effective tool used to check
the interaction between the moving object and
obstacles. If J function between the redundant robot and the obstacles is greater than 0,

<.

••

o.

1<l

30.

<D.

"'.

Fig.2. The velocity and location of the critical

point
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where Jcq = Xc ia .pecified u the critical point
velocity in a direction away (rom the obstacle
surface. The matrix Jc CAR be given (or any Xc
u given in section 4.
The control action Fe (or avoiding obstacles it
computed u

Critical point on link 2

=del) + K,i(t)tci + K,,;{l)e~i i = 1, ... ,,.

Critical point on li'lk 3

Fd

~ ~ 1 (33)

(30)
The collision-free trajectory generation schem e
it described by the (ollowing steps:

+ CI2 + Q3CI23
+ Q3Cl23

CI
C12

Q3CI23

o

Set the initial configuration o( the manipulator in joint space coordinates qo =
[qto. q20, ·· ., qnoJ T .
l.

(34)
Let (X;, YilT E R2 be the location of joint i
relati ve to the base fram e, and (Xcj , Ycj f E R2
be the location of the critical point, then

2. Calculate tbe point sets:

hi = {hil,hi2 , . .. • hi.}

Ii = {/jI,fj2 , ... . /jI:}

i= 1.2 •.. . • "
j

O'i

= 1, 2, ... ,J(

= V(X.j - X i )2 + (YeJ - Y;)2i,j = 1,2,3,4
(35)

If the obstaclts are immovable. all point sets f ·
are fixed . The point sets hi are dependent on th~
manipulator'sjoint variable q. they are determined by the direct kinematicsofthe manipulator.

where
HI

Xci

'=j

3. Conuruct Jii and J (or given sets hi and
and calculate the value o( Jij and J .

Ii

1+1

Y.;

4. Judse the obstacle avoidance condition. If
J ~ J ..un , then the obstacle has no influence on
the manipulator and the homogeneous solution
can be used to satisfy another dtsired criterion.
If J < Jmin. the critical point Xc is located and
J e is computed. According to Eq.(29), (30) and
(12) the obstacle avoidace (orce Fe and joint driving torque T can be calculated, 50 that. a rna.nipulator ca.n avoid obstacles in the workplace
while completing a specific work.

P.

=

CI
51

+ CI2 + C123 + CI234
+ 612 + 5123 + 5t234

=

[-Q'S'
QICI

0
00 00 0

1

is defined as in Eq .(14) .

The initial configuration of the robot for this
simulation is q(O) = [-7f/4,7f/3.7,1f/4.5,7t:/9jT
and the robot is initially at rest .
The
desired Carttsian trajectory is a straight
line parallel to the Y axis, ~onnecting
[250, 15JTto[250, _65}T mm. Fig.3 shows the trajectory when the collision avoidance scheme based on J fun ction and configuration control is
implemented . The collision between robot links
and the obstacle is sucessfully avoided, while
Carterian trajectory tracking is not affected.

(31)

FigA indicates robot configuration in another rectangular obstacle simulation. The initial configuration of the robot is q(O) =
[11:/4, -11:/2, 11:/2. -1f/2JT . The desired endeffector trajectory is Xd(i) :;; [282, 50tJT mm for
l C [0,1.7]8. The results of simulation are given
ill FigA and show that the desired end-effector
trajectory is tracked closely and the rectangular
obstacle is avoided.

where 51 = sin(ql),612 = si n(ql +q2),etc. For the
four-link robot with two end-effector coordinates
controlled, the J e in Eq.(29) can possess at most
two rows. The J c E R2x4 can be computed for
each critical point.
Critical point on link 1
J,

j = 1, 2,3.4

The computerized generation of equations of
motion that relatts joint torques T E It and
joint anglts q E It is given, e.g. by Schieblen
(1984).

Application o( the above obstacle avoidance a1goritbm to a four-link planar manipulator is de-monstrated throusb simulation. The robot parameters are link lengths II ;:; 12 ;:; 13 :;; 14 = 1.0
meter. Tbe forward kinematics X = f(q) and
end-effector J&CObian matrix J c are

X 2 (t) =

= LfJ,Y,
'=j

4. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

X1(t)

= LfJ.X,

(32)
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ach the collision-free movement configuration of
the redundant manipulator. In contrat to the
previous methods, the proposed algorithm which
can achieve the desired end-effector motion and
avoid obstacles does not require the complex distance fun ction and dynamic model calculations.
The method is illustrated by simulation results
of a four-link robot example.
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Fig. 4 Rectangular obstaclf' simulation

5. CONCLUSION
This article proposes a formulati on of the obstacle avoidance for a redundant manipulator . Thf'
describing function J is introduced into the tra·
jectory planning algorithm to judge the collision and locate critical points between the redundant manipulator and the obstacles so that
the algorithm can be effectively implemented .
First, set the initial configuration of the manipulator in joint space coordinates and input
the coordinate values of vertices whose convex
hulls generate polyhedra. The redundant manipulator and obstacles are modelled as polyhedra. Then, construct the J function bdween the
redundant manipulator and obstacles and defin e
the obstacle avoidance performance criterion as
J > Jm'n . Throughout the end-efre(:Lor motion ,
this algebraic criterion must be satisfied. Finally, use configuration control algorithm to re-
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